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ABSTRACT. The regularities of assimilative and contrastive evaluations of different objects and
events have been extensively studied by Georgian psychologists. The relevant research has demonstrated
the importance of basic standard values in the functioning of the sets based on sensory-motor and
perceptual activity. According to current research, the evaluation of quantitative and probability information
in the conditions of uncertainty does not follow the pattern of normative judgement. It should be noted
that probability and quantitative evaluations simultaneously have never been studied from the perspective
of set psychology. The presented experimental research aims to study the impact of situational set on
quantitative and probability evaluations. According to our theoretical assumptions, quantitative and
probability evaluations should be determined by situational set directed at a corresponding task. Situational
set was experimentally manipulated through the introduction of certain objective standard values. The
given research yielded the following results. As expected, both quantitative and probability evaluations
turned out to be significantly different from the actual data. Introduction of objective standard values, in
particular, number of countries population and concrete examples of mortality reasons had bigger
quantitative evaluations than probability estimations. At the same time, in quantitative and probability
evaluations the degree of confidence and knowledge related to the objects under evaluation showed high
level of correlation. Also, relationship between those factors turned out to be higher in the case of
quantitative evaluation. Thus, most research participants evaluate the number of population by the size of
the country’s territory. In this case, the territorial factor serves as a subjective standard for the evaluation
process. © 2014 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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The study of evaluative judgement’s functional
peculiarity, both traditional and present, remains to
be  highly actual problem. Evaluative judgement
means people’s dispositional connection with ob-
jects and events. Such judgements are physical stimuli
of quantitative estimations, e.g., “large-small, heavy-
light” (classical experiments of set formation and ac-
tion) and social stimuli of qualitative estimations, e.g.,
“good-bad, acceptable-unacceptable” (experimental

situation of attitude formation and change). Today,
influence of objective and subjective evaluative
standards on quantitative and probability course of
judgement is an object of multi-sided empirical re-
search [1-5]. Quantitative judgements touch the dis-
tance among the objects, their weight, gross national
products, etc., while the success of business ven-
ture the outcome of surgical operation, the winner of
football game etc., are connected with probability
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judgements. The difference between quantitative and
probability judgements is the following: the peculiar-
ity of probability judgement is a person’s confidence
(subjective probability) in its accuracy, which has a
special meaning in a reasoning [6-9]. In connection
with this Dimitri Uznadze noted: “Logic is interested
in an objective truth – psychology in its subjective
experience, therefore, the problem of judgement psy-
chology is a confidence problem” [10: 495].  Research-
ers pay main attention to peculiarities of quantitative
and probability information processed by a person
in everyday life situations. Such research character-
izes strategies of informational processing and their
efficiency will be  established. At the same time, spe-
cific cognitive errors are revealed and then the meth-
ods of their correction will be worked out.

The given experimental research aims to study
the impact of situational (actual) set on quantitative
and probability estimations. According to our theo-
retical assumptions quantitative and probability es-
timations should be determined by the situational
set directed at a corresponding task. Such situational
set was experimentally manipulated through the in-
troduction of a certain objective evaluative stand-
ards. The regularities of assimilative and contrastive
estimations of different objects and events have been
extensively studied in experimental psychology of
the set. In particular, the relevant research has dem-
onstrated the importance of standard values (like,
“basic standard” in the sensory-motor sphere) in
functioning of the sets underlying perceptual esti-
mations [11]. It should be emphasized that probabil-
ity and quantitative estimations at the same time have
never been studied from the perspective of the acti-
vated situational set and the evaluative standards
by Georgian psychologists.

In our study different evaluative standards, e.g.,
number of the country population and specific indi-
ces of human mortality were introduced as independ-
ent variables. The subject’s evaluation of a number
of the country population (relatively static object)
and the reasons of human mortality, like accidents,

different diseases (risk related events) were identi-
fied as the dependent variables.

The evaluation of population: a) less than 50 mil-
lion residents (Azerbaijan, Greece, Holland, Australia,
Romania, Canada, Poland, Ukraine); b) more than 70
million residents (Turkey, Germany, Viet-Nam, Mexico,
Nigeria, Japan, Russia, Brazil); the evaluation rea-
sons of death: a) unhappy accidents (disorders of
life, work traumata, death in fire, food poisoning, air-
liner accident, drowning); b) malignant diseases
(rectoab-dominal cancer, leukemia, prostatic cancer,
carcinoma of the skin, breast cancer, struma malagna).

The measurement of the variables. In the case of
population estimation, the subjects are asked to indi-
cate the current population of the 16 test countries.
In the evaluation of death instruction, the subjects
are asked to estimate according to 1 to 9 scale prob-
ability of death from a variety reasons. The research
used the pre- and post-test measurement design and
applied the dependent sample comparison method
to data statistical analysis. 157 subjects (students,
72 women and 85 men) took part in the experiment.

In this study assimilation effect means positive
change of subject’s estimation toward the evaluative
standard, and its negative modification from evalua-
tive standard is the contrast effect. Let us discuss
the obtained data. First, we touch results about quan-
titative estimations. On the second stage of experi-
ment the presented evaluative standard (today’s
population of Indonesia, 250 million, 180) made sig-
nificant influence on those subjects’ estimations,
which were discussed according to the large scale
(more than 70 million residents). In this case, the dif-
ference value among mean indices was significant
(d=175, p<0.02). This result indicates that the quan-
tity of evaluative countries’ residents significantly
exceeded while the other indices compared with ini-
tial data were evidently overestimated. Such a result
determined by the assimilative action (conduct of
initial estimations to the increased direction) of evalu-
ative standard. It should be noted that the signifi-
cant influence was not revealed on those subjects,
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who were forced to judge according to a small scale
(less than 50 million residents), on the whole. Also, it
is important to note the data, which touch initial esti-
mations, in particular, the population of Australia and
Canada. In that case, significant over estimations are
revealed, which are equal to 17.8 and 18.4 (p<0.02),
respectively. It is natural that between the country’s
territory and population positive correlation is con-
siderable. Between these two variables, following the
context of evaluative judgement, territory has “more
weight”. In fact, in the next reasoning the role of the
subjective standard is the following statement: “a
country has a large territory, hence the population
must be numerous.”

According to the revealed data, presented evalu-
ative standard (index of possible mortality caused by
accidents (P=8.5); significantly change subjects’ es-
timations into positive direction (assimilation effect).
The difference of initial and secondary mean estima-
tions is significant (d=3.5, P<0.05), while the signifi-
cant influence of the presented standard values of
mortality caused by malignant diseases did not take
place. Such result could be conditioned by mean value
of confidence (subjective probability) in the subject’s
probability estimations was quite low (M=3.4). It
should be noted that human perception of risk, com-
pared with real risk, is usually exaggerated. In our
data it was evidently revealed in air accidents. Thus,
mortal causes on railway crossings highly exceed air
accidents. The obtained data show that risk evalua-
tion of air accidents evidently is overestimated. This
fact is connected with the inevitable fear of death.
Therefore, such probability judgement’s content is
determined by the fear of death inevitability.

The obtained data and experimental conditions
show that both forms of evaluative judgement, espe-
cially on the first stage of study, occur in the evi-
dently uncertain situation. It indicates the low de-
gree of subjects’ confidence in their own evaluations,
which, in its turn, shows that their action is indeed
far away from strict logical judgement. In spite of
this, similar to heuristic judgement, such evaluations
often lead to positive result. Some researchers note
that to establish conditions for decrease of uncer-
tainty, the following must be taken into considera-
tion. Successful informative impact implies learning
of essential factors, which touch quantitative and
probability events. With this purpose, such approach
should be used which gives the possibility to select
optimally necessary factorial data. It means that main
factors which attract the most important qualitative
(metric) and probability (degree of some confidence
level) information are revealed by avoiding impact of
less representative data.  Nevertheless, functioning
in the form of “bounded rationality,” these cognitive
processes are quite efficient adaptive factors to the
topical demands of environment. It must be noted,
that according to set psychology, assimilation effect
is a certain adaptive mechanism: a person by means
of assimilative evaluation does not only adopt envi-
ronmental  heterogenous properties absorbs (deter-
mination of erroneous estimations), but also adopts
homogenous attributes of environment (determina-
tion of correct estimations) [12,13]. It is clear, that the
revealed assimilation effects (change of initial esti-
mations with the direction of the objective standard
index), at the end will provide more precise
comprehetion of reality for people.
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SefasebiTi msjeloba da asimilaciis efeqtebi

d. Carkviani

akademiis wevri, grigol robaqiZis sax. universiteti, Tbilisi

mocemuli gamokvlevis mizans raodenobriv da albaTur msjelobebTan dakavSirebuli
asimilaciis efeqtebis Seswavla warmoadgens. miRebuli monacemebis Tanaxmad, raodenobrivi
da albaTuri Sefasebebis Sinaarsobrivi Tavisebureba amocanaze mimarTulma situaciurma
ganwyobam ganapiroba, romlis eqsperimentuli manipulacia saTanado obieqturi SefasebiTi
standartebisa da sakuTriv msjelobis specifikuri konteqstis gaTvaliswinebiT
ganxorcielda.
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